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Unit 321417 arrives at Bricket Wood with the 1615 to Watford Junction, 14th April 2015.
Photo © ABFLY / Peter Alvey.
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Hertfordshire Rail Strategy – the return of Guided Bus?
At best a disappointment, at worse a real threat
Transport, including rail, has and will continue to play a key role in maintaining Hertfordshire as
a place where people want to live and work. Recent and emerging national and local
strategies, together with forecast population trends, point to the continuation of historical
growth in Hertfordshire and neighbouring areas, with ever increasing pressures on the county’s
transport system. Central government projections indicate that the strategic road and rail
networks will become increasingly congested if nothing, or even a minimum, is done.
Herts County Council’s (HCC) ‘Hertfordshire Rail Strategy’ exists to ensure that the railways in the
county can support economic growth and development, by agreeing investment priorities for
the next fifteen to twenty years and beyond. This document sets the strategic framework against
which decisions regarding future rail franchises and investment in key elements of infrastructure
can be identified and prioritised.
Specifically, the document will be used to influence the rail industry’s strategy development
process, such as Network Rail’s Long Term Planning Process, and ensure that conditional outputs
feed through into key documents such as the Government’s Initial Industry Plan (2016) and High
Level Output Specification (HLOS) for Control Period 6 (2019-2024), which is due to be published
during summer 2017. It will also inform the specifications for all of the local rail franchises when
they are retendered.
Arup was appointed by Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) in March 2014 to refresh and
update HCC’s existing Rail Strategy, originally published in 2011. The updated Strategy has just
been released for public consultation, starting on 10th June and closing at midnight on 4th August.
Details can be viewed at www.hertsdirect.org/services/transtreets/railconsultation/
So what does this mean for the Abbey Line?

(
Soviet-style: Network Rail works to 5-year plans known as ‘Control Periods’. Here Orphanage Road bridge is
replaced at Watford Junction over Easter 2015. Photo courtesy of Network Rail media centre.
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Some hope
In its defence, the Rail Strategy rightly acknowledges the Abbey Line’s importance and potential
value as an East-West ‘orbital’ link.
It correctly identifies that the key issues hindering its success are:





physical constraints on the line e.g. single line with no passing loop;
the poor service frequency, which does not connect well with main line services
the lack of through services, forcing passengers to change at Watford Junction
‘extreme underutilisation’ (the six branch stations are in the eight least used stations in the
county – so it claims, but this point could be more correctly described as ‘extremely
patchy revenue collection artificially skewing investment decisions’ – see our ‘Fare
collection update’ for evidence of this!).

Given the above issues, it then goes on to identify the following ‘conditional outputs’ for the line:
1. address physical constraints
2. improve connections and frequency from all stations
3. encourage increased use to help accommodate population growth

Interventions
So far, so good. But then the document goes on to ‘discuss’ (we use the term loosely) three
‘interventions’ which could address the ‘conditional outputs’ described above. They are:
1. Later running and revised stopping pattern:
It is explained, ‘Services cannot currently run through to London due to a lack of available paths

and the track layout at Watford Junction (which has recently been revised by Network Rail). This
means the short term focus needs to be on other enhancements such as the provision of later
running services (beyond 10pm) to enhance usefulness and the introduction of ‘skip-stop’
services to enable enhanced frequencies and connectivity from key stations (closing three
stations would allow the introduction of a 30 minute interval service).’
The first point, about through-services, is somewhat self-contradictory, because the track layout
at Watford Junction has been revised specifically to facilitate through-running from the branch,
‘should a train operator so desire it’. We actually have this in writing from Network Rail!
The issue of available paths on the main line is the standard excuse, but you can safely bet that
nobody at HCC has sought to seriously challenge Network Rail or the Office of Rail and Road
(ORR) about it. In reality it will take a Train Operator to do that, so our only hope is that the next
franchisee will be willing to ‘test the market’ for through services, perhaps with a trial operation
of one or two peak-time services per day. This is something we have already lobbied the DfT
and local MPs about, and we shall again be lobbying the DfT when the West Midlands franchise
comes up for full renewal.
The second point, about later running services (beyond 10pm) is obviously welcomed – say no
more.
The third point, about skip-stop services, is nothing if not controversial! Closing THREE stations?
Which three? Is that really a price we are willing to pay for a higher frequency service? After all,
what is the point of having a ‘Community Railway’ if it doesn’t serve the communities along its
route? The only two possible candidates for amalgamation would be Park Street and How
Wood, which could perhaps be served by a single new station at the bottom of Tippendell Lane,
adjacent to the recreation ground, without unduly inconveniencing too many people. But
station closure, in general, is very unlikely to be a tolerable solution.
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2. Passing loop at Bricket Wood to increase frequency
It is stated, ‘Most long term rail-based solutions for the line would require the addition of a passing

loop to increase capacity by allowing a 30 minute interval service (currently 1 every 45 minutes)
on clockface timings. This would significantly improve connections and produce a memorable
timetable. However, it is unlikely to be considered by funders as a priority, as it would require
provision of two train sets and train crew in place of the current one, making it difficult to achieve
a favourable business case.’
Talk about fait accompli! Yes, ok we have been here before. Studies have been done. Millions
have been spent on consultants looking at this over the years but with absolutely nothing to
show for it (we wonder what ‘funders’ would have to say about that). The answer has always
been ‘no business case’ for a heavy rail passing loop. But recently things have been changing
in the rail industry.
The franchise bidders back in 2007 could not make a case for bringing in the second train –
partly because of a nationwide shortage of rolling stock. But leasing costs for second generation
ex-BR electric multiple units (EMUs) are now said to be plummeting due to an influx of new-build
EMUs in the market, brought about by the DfT’s U-turn on electrification in 2009. This opens up a
unique opportunity for franchise bidders to acquire or lease several perfectly acceptable
second hand units to operate the Abbey Line – assuming the passing loop can be built.
And how about Vivarail’s ‘D-train’ concept? This is the company which was set up in 2012 to
develop a new train, designed specifically for local rail services, where money has always been
tight. These will utilise redundant D78 tube stock (District Line), but heavily gutted and redesigned
such that the customer experience is of a virtually new train. And make no mistake – they mean
business. Headed by the former boss of Chiltern Railways and Fellow of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers - Adrian Shooter (a Man of Action if ever there was one), there have been
no armies of consultants – just a development team drawing on ‘almost 200 years of railway
engineering and operations’. They have actually got on and built a prototype, in the face of
considerable scepticism, which is due to be unveiled in a matter of weeks. If local authorities
could draw on such experience and innovative spirit, we can only dream of what might have
been achieved by now!

Artist’s impression of the Vivarail ‘D-train’; converted from former London Underground D78 stock
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More details about the ‘D-train’ can be found on the Vivarail website, www.vivarail.co.uk. At
the moment they do only provide it in diesel form, but the concept could be eminently suitable
for equipping the Abbey Line. This from their website: ‘Traffic on Britain’s regional rail routes is

growing quickly, but suitable rolling stock is in short supply. Existing diesel trains are fully utilised,
and many older vehicles no longer meet passengers’ aspirations. Network-wide electrification
can be the solution in the long term, but this will take time – and more capacity and better
comfort are needed now. The answer to this problem is Vivarail’s D-train – a new concept that
can supplement or replace existing trains, upgrade services and equip new routes, at a fraction
of the cost of buying conventional new rolling stock.’
It is also stated that, ‘D-trains can be maintained at simple mini-depots at local junctions or

termini, thus eliminating the need for unproductive empty stock working to and from main
depots.’ Mini-franchise on the Abbey Line, anyone?
The point is that there are enough second hand EMUs (or innovative alternatives) soon to be
available on the market at ‘knockdown’ prices that it could radically alter the business case for
an enhanced service frequency on the Abbey Line. But does HCC have the appetite for a new
study? It appears not, preferring instead to rely on the received wisdom of conclusions which
are now at least 10 years out-of-date. And remember 10 years is a long time in the rail industry.
Between 1959 and 1969, for example, British Rail had gone from building new steam engines to
scrapping them all!
What about the passing loop itself? ABFLY recently presented a document to HCC, prepared
by Kevin Ambrose, which compares various operational and cost parameters of branch lines /
secondary lines across the UK where Network Rail have built passing loops in recent years. Since
the last ‘heavy rail’ passing loop feasibility study was conducted for the Abbey Line c.2005, a lot
has changed. Network Rail have installed passing loops in several places including the East
Suffolk Line (at Beccles), the Truro to Falmouth line (at Penryn) and on the Redditch Branch (at
Alvechurch). In all cases the Local Authority has taken a strong lead in promoting the project,
and in several places ‘innovative’ solutions have been used to keep the costs down. For
example, at Penryn, a clever ‘split platform’ approach is used to pass the trains, which saves the
cost of a second platform. This could be done at Bricket Wood. But have HCC really taken into
account the lessons learned from these projects since 2005, and have they really challenged
Network Rail to reduce their costs? Again, it seems unlikely.
All-in-all, the statement about, ‘making it difficult to achieve a favourable business case’ smacks
of ‘can’t be bothered to look at it again’. Not good enough.
3. Non Heavy-Rail Rapid Transit solution
The third of the possible ‘interventions’ is introduced as follows:

‘Survey data suggests that the Abbey Line carries approximately 1700 passengers on an
average weekday, with the busiest service (the 8:01 arrival at Watford Junction) carrying
approximately 150 passengers. Even accounting for growth and supressed demand due to the
service frequency, this suggests that an alternative technology to heavy rail would be more
appropriate for the Abbey Line’
‘Technology could be either bus or light rail based and enable higher frequencies and onward
connections into the centres of Watford (from the Watford Interchange Hub) and St Albans’
‘While the previous (Light Rail) scheme in 2013 was not pursued due to various constraints, this
still appears to represent the most viable development prospect for what is at present a poorly
performing transport asset. The business case for this type of solution is likely to be much stronger
than for any heavy rail options. Light rail could also open the prospect, if successful, of further
light rail development within the county.’
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Guided bus – the hidden menace
Back in the mid-1990s, long-term members will remember clearly that we fought off an
unpopular and potentially disastrous proposal from HCC to rip up the rails and turn the Abbey
Line into part of a Guided Bus network called the ‘Central Herts Passenger Transit Scheme’
(CHPTS). Well it appears that CHPTS is back on the table, albeit by a less specific name ‘Bus
Rapid Transit’ (BRT).
Following on from the ‘third intervention’ (Non Heavy-Rail Rapid Transit solution), section 4.6.1 of
the draft Rail Strategy gives a little bit more of a clue about HCC’s true motivations:

‘The Abbey line from Watford to St Albans provides a highly appropriate opportunity to develop
a radical solution that operates at lower costs and attracts many more users than are attracted
by the current heavy rail or bus services. At the moment the heavy rail link is a serious
underperformer, but if proposals can be developed to transform it into a strategic link which
offers better urban connections at each end, it would provide the first stage of a wider
application of the selected technology to more orbital routes.’
The words ‘radical solution’ and ‘operates at lower costs’ should ring alarm bells. But you have
to wait until page 70 of the document before the intentions are made clear:

‘Long-term priority: Provide for east-west movement in the south of the county by working with
the industry towards a long term rapid transit solution for the Abbey Line. If this is LRT or BRT it will
allow for better connections into the centre of Watford and St Albans and would provide the
starting point for wider adoption of a complementary LRT or BRT network to provide new countywide transport links.’
Let us just be clear about what BRT would almost certainly mean for the Abbey Line: ripping up
the rails and electric line, pouring millions of tonnes of concrete to create two new ‘guideways’,
procuring a fleet of non-standard and technically more complicated diesel buses, severing
forever the Abbey Line’s connection to the national rail network, and putting the line directly
under HCC control. All of this could cost several hundred million.

Is this what we want? Imagine a new dual-track road through Bricket Wood. The Cambridge Guided Bus.
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BRT has been imposed on several other ex-railway lines in recent years – on the former
Cambridge-St Ives line, and more locally on the old Luton to Dunstable branch. In the former
case there was a vociferous campaign called CAST.IRON, which despite taking their case to
the high court, failed to stop the destruction of what could have been a locally and strategically
important rail link. History however has proved them right, with the Cambridge Guided Busway
costing almost three times as much as originally planned, was 2.5 years late, is still beset by
technical difficulties and now appears to be in a slowly advancing state of neglect. If you want
to read more about how BRT has failed to deliver, we recommend this article:
http://www.railfuture.org.uk/article1545-Paving-over-tracks.
But you don’t have to be a transport expert to realise that BRT is an environmental and
commercial disaster just waiting to happen. BRT is a technology with very limited applicability,
typically for small sections of inner city running where you want to keep the buses running at
speed and close together. But there is absolutely no benefit in tearing up inter-urban electrified
railway lines that already provide a valuable and environmentally-friendly service to their local
communities and could, with a fraction of the money spent on BRT and numerous feasibility
studies, be made into an excellent service through conventional means (i.e. with passing loop,
second train, later evening services and selected through-running).
To be fair, the Strategy is careful not to come down one way or another ‘for’ LRT or BRT – giving
the impression that it’s a level playing field. Minds haven’t been made up. So if you are an
optimist, you could conclude from the words above that we will be getting a lovely new Light
Rail network in Hertfordshire. Happy Days! But large conurbations such as Liverpool and Leeds
have had the plug pulled on Light Rail networks in recent years, and the Edinburgh tram suffered
notorious cost overruns and delays. So what makes HCC think they could make the case for
building one to link a series of averagely-populated conurbations spread out over a much wider
area?
Light Rail is known to be an expensive, albeit generally popular mode of transport. So it is easy
to predict that cost pressures will favour the BRT ‘solution’, as indeed happened in Cambridge
and Luton.

What now?
At best the draft Strategy is a disappointment. With respect to the Abbey Line it relies heavily on
received wisdom and signals no intention of challenging it. Moreover it is clear that improving
the Abbey Line is now far down the list of transport priorities in Hertfordshire. It doesn’t get a
mention in the short, medium or even long-term ‘top priorities’ for rail in section 5.2 of the
document.
At worst, the draft Strategy is a real threat to the branch. Putting aside the warm words about
Light Rail networks, reading between the lines it is clear that HCC have dusted down the file
marked ‘Guided Bus’ and are still misguidedly clinging on to BRT as a potential silver bullet. But
BRT is a solution without a problem. More accurately, a disaster waiting to happen.

Action stations
As with the short-notice Direct Award consultation over Christmas, for which we mobilised over
140 individual responses to the DfT, we intend to do the same, if not better, for the Rail Strategy.
As ever, the important thing with consultations is the number of individual responses. We cannot
just respond once as a campaign group, we have to encourage you all to tell them what you
really want for the Abbey Line!
We CAN turn things around. We CAN persuade HCC to challenge received wisdom. We CAN
get the Abbey Line back up the priority list. And we CAN fight off the Guided Bus!
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What’s more, we have both MPs and the Mayor of Watford on our side! Richard Harrington,
Anne Main and Dorothy Thornhill are all fully appraised of the situation thanks to our early
notification, they share our views and have pledged their support to us.
So here is how you can help:
1) We have made it easy by writing a template response letter to HCC. A hard copy is
included with this Newsletter. You can simply fill in your address details at the top, and
your name and signature at the bottom, and post this off to HCC at the address on the
letter. Feel free to photocopy this and get others to do likewise (whether they are
members of ABFLY, or not).
2) Visit www.abfly.org.uk/no2bus. Fill in the online form. We will then address and post the
same letter on your behalf as in (1) – what could be easier?
3) Visit www.abfly.org.uk/no2bus. Download the Word copy of the template letter, adapt
it as you see fit, and post this off to HCC at the address on the letter.
4) Tell your neighbours, friends, family and colleagues about the threat from BRT, what we
are doing about it, and more importantly the existence of www.abfly.org.uk/no2bus through local channels or social media.
5) Get people to join ABFLY through www.abfly.org.uk/join. The more paid-up members we
have, the more we can claim to be representative of the line’s users and supporters when
it comes to exerting influence over the powers-that-be.
6) Donate to ABFLY. Our financial status has assumed a newfound importance given the
renewed threat of BRT – we need to be ready to fight this by whatever means necessary.
Legal action may be a possibility. So donations will be gratefully received, and can now
be made online via our new website and Paypal. Visit www.abfly.org.uk/donate. Or if you
prefer to use more traditional methods, please send cash or a cheque made payable to
‘ABFLY’ to The Treasurer, ABFLY, 9d Prospect Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL1 2AT.
Should you wish to choose option (1) or (3), do please let us know that you have sent a response,
so that we can track the success of this campaign. Let us know by e-mailing
campaigns@abfly.org.uk or call 07739 023316 or 01773 829598 (do leave a message if there is
no immediate answer).

Notice of ABFLY Members’ Meeting and AGM
Monday 6th July, 1915 for a 1930 start
Join us for a chance to quiz the Train Operator, Herts County Council and the Community Rail
Partnership Officer about current issues affecting the branch. Finishing with a short AGM.
Venue:
Bricket Wood Social Club
Oak Avenue
Bricket Wood
St Albans
AL2 3LQ
Please note: DUE TO THE LIKELY LEVEL OF INTEREST IN HCC’S CONTROVERSIAL PLANS FOR THE
BRANCH, WE HAVE TAKEN THE PRECAUTION OF BOOKING A BIGGER VENUE THAN USUAL. PLEASE
COME ALONG TO THIS MEETING TO SHOW YOUR OPPOSITION TO BUS RAPID TRANSIT!
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ABFLY members get in free. We always welcome new members – join at the door or Join Online
via www.abfly.org.uk/join – subscriptions start at £5.00 per household per year.
Agenda:


1930 – 2000: London Midland update and Q&A



2000 – 2015: Community Rail Partnership update (Janet Tyndale, CRP Officer)



2015 – 2115: Hertfordshire Rail Strategy - implications for the Abbey Line (Councillor
Derrick Ashley, Executive Member for Environment, Planning & Transport @ Herts County
Council). Including Q&A.



2115 – 2130: AGM

For further details or if you have any questions, please contact:
John Webster (chairman), 75 Windmill Avenue, St Albans, Herts, AL4 9SJ
Phone: 01727 752613
E-mail: chairman@abfly.org.uk

Location of Bricket Wood Social Club (red arrow)

Farewell 321s
319s to be cascaded from GTR in September
It was confirmed in April that London Midland (LM) is to take on Class 319 units from Govia
Thameslink Railway (GTR), to replace the seven Class 321s that will be moving north of the border
to Abellio Scotrail.
The 321s, which have been used on the Abbey Line almost since the day they were built (in the
late 1980s), are due to move north in September. There they will be re-formed into 3-car sets,
where Scotrail will use them alongside its existing Class 318 and 320 EMUs. LM says the 319s will
be re-liveried and receive a ‘refresh’ prior to their entry into service, although the exact scope
of that work is still under discussion. Such a refresh is welcome news for Abbey Line users, who
have been dismayed about the careworn condition of the 321s for several years now.
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Another option thought to be under consideration is a modification to enable conductors to
control the doors at every doorway, as has been fitted to other 319s which have moved to the
Northern franchise. The fitting of door control panels would be a welcome step forward in
tackling the acute problem of ticketless travel on the Abbey Line, which is proved to be
undermining the case for investment.

Ex-GTR (Thameslink) Class 319s are given a makeover by Knorr-Bremse at Wolverton Works, before being sent to
Northern Rail. Photo courtesy of http://forums.uktrainsim.com/.

Door control panels would mean that conductors can spend less time going backwards and
forwards to operate the doors from the cab, and more time being visible to passengers and
generating revenue. Not quite as good as Driver Only Operation (DOO) would be though, or
should we say ‘DOO+1’, where the Driver would operate the doors, whilst the ‘+1’ would be
solely focussed on customer service. More about this in Ian Walmsley’s excellent article, below.

Why not DOO it now?
Abbey Line’s problems are far from unique
The following article is unashamedly ripped from the May 2015 edition of Modern Railways. Ian
Walmsley is a regular columnist, and former rolling stock engineer, renowned for his acerbic wit
and tendency to ‘say it like it is’. In this article, he talks about Driver Only Operation (DOO), door
control panels and fare collection on the recently-awarded Northern Rail franchise, but much
of what he says could have been written for the Abbey Line, hence we thought it appropriate
to reproduce in full…..
As we bid farewell to the Coalition government of the last five years I thought it worth thinking
back to the feverish months after it came to power and what happened since. In the early
months it was all about cuts – would Crossrail get trimmed back? HS2 cut? IEP scrapped?
Electrification cancelled? The pages of Modern Railways in 2010 dripped with pessimism and
despair. Except maybe for Tom Windsor, who picked up on the Conservative manifesto promise
of a ‘hands off’ approach to managing the railway and looked forward to a new golden age
of a proper market forces-led railway. Oops.
But five years later it is ‘none of the above’, in fact it is remarkable how little has changed. I don’t
need to recite all the projects that made it through, you read about them every month. In fact
yet more projects have been created, with the grand finale of Pacer replacement at a
desperately poor rate of return; didn’t we do well?
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Yet five years ago rolling stock leasing companies (ROSCOs) rubbed their hands with glee, as it
looked like everything would be life extended; always a better margin than new trains. It took a
long time for reality to bite, as new trains became part of almost every franchise award. In
railways at least there was less austerity than under Labour.
Then in 2011 the Rail Delivery Group was created, possibly the least-appropriately named
organisation outside Orwell’s 1984. The RDG’s big idea was driver-only operation, well British Rail’s
idea really, but an idea all the same. All ROSCOs had to get prices for fitting their stock with DOO
cameras, so now CCTV suppliers started rubbing their hands with glee. Of course it was pointed
out that this was mainly pointless since many services needed a guard to collect the fares
anyway and what was needed was just to get the driver to release the doors to avoid the stupid
wait while the guard makes his way to a control panel.
So what happened there? Well in one of the last modification programmes under the Coalition,
the Class 319s heading for Northern had additional guard’s control panels fitted, converting
them from DOO to the time-wasting system of the guard controlling the doors. Spending money
to waste time rather than argue with the unions, which is probably not what we would have
expected five years ago. I was told there wasn’t time to negotiate – well, it was such a big shock
the ‘319s’ going to Northern, whoever would have thought it?
Even more alarming, when I have spoken to directors of today about DOO as an obvious target,
they don’t want to know. There has to be a small increase in safety risk for DOO and there is no
appetite for that. Why should anyone risk going to jail to save taxpayers’ money, even for the
tiniest risk?
So thanks very much to the Coalition for supporting this massive resurgence of railways, and for
not minding us parking trains on the busiest railways in Britain while a guard finds his key.

New look ABFLY heralds campaign overhaul
Logo, website and newsletter are revamped – by the best in the business
On 21st May the all-new ABFLY website went ‘live’. Brought to you by Primary Image and Peter
Alvey photography, the leading specialists in professional web design and photography for the
UK Rail Industry, the new website is packed with information and functionality – including a longoverdue form for joining the group online or making a donation.

New website homepage at www.abfly.org.uk
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As well as that there are pages describing how to use the line (Timetable, Fares and Stations), a
Blog which will provide regular news updates and opinion pieces, links to our Social Media
pages, Gallery, History, Contact and Events pages. Previous Newsletters and Press Releases can
also be downloaded.
In parallel, Primary Image have designed us a fresh logo, as you will see at the top of this
newsletter, and we will soon take delivery of campaign / membership leaflets and posters which
reflect this. The logo may not be to everyone’s taste, but it cannot be denied that rebranding
has radically improved our image to the outside world, and we hope it will go a long way to
attract new members and therefore strengthen our voice as a campaign group.
So if you are online, do please take a minute to explore the new website at www.abfly.org.uk

Fare collection update
New revenue post introduced from May, but overall collection still very poor
In response to long-running concerns about ticketless travel, London Midland have introduced
a new revenue collection post between 7am and 3pm, Monday to Friday. This is a welcome
step forward, but still doesn’t guarantee that a revenue collector should be present and visible
on every train, every day, at all hours - including Sundays, which remains in our view the only
standard to beat.
Anecdotally it has also been observed that London Midland have undertaken several revenue
collection ‘blitzes’ in the past few months, where Platform 11 at Watford Junction has played
host to two or more inspectors ‘blockading’ the exit, notably on 25 th March and again on 11th
May.
It is too early to say whether the new post or the ‘blitzes’ have made a difference, but meanwhile
we continue to collect data on the issue via our easy to use journey logging tool at
www.abfly.org.uk/revenue. We would encourage anybody that uses the branch to record the
details of their journey via this tool. The more data we have, the more evidence we have for
presentation to the train operator, DfT, funders etc. It only takes a few minutes to do.
Two reports from the journey logging tool have now been produced and submitted to London
Midland and the DfT, covering the period 5th January to 14th February and 14th February to 22nd
May respectively. From this it can be seen that there appears to have been a modest
improvement in revenue collection, from 90% of all ‘monitored’ trains showing ‘No Conductor
seen at any point’ in the first report, down to 81% in the second. Still far from satisfactory though!

Revenue collection report, 05/01/2015 until 14/02/2015 (91 trains monitored):

Revenue collection report, 14/02/2015 until 22/05/2015 (142 trains monitored)
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